Abstract :The purpose of passenger growth analysis is to predict what we'll do for the future. Some airports in the world have a long plan to use their airport with effective and efficient, but in this period, Indonesia has a significant increase of population. So, in developing country such as Indonesia, the country must have good politic and economic. It can be implemented and can be survived for a long time, the result is a lot of people have a good financial and economic in their life. To cover their want and need in aviation point of view, we must do preventive action like building up the new terminal to expand and accommodate the passenger or airport development. Even though we can predict and do action about passenger growth, we must improve our service and quality as airport management in all of the aspect. Airport management has also made airport master plan. This study case, we consider the airport terminal capacity, planning problem as a whole. We use Method Descriptive Research.
Introduction
Indonesia is known as an archipelago country, which has more than 17,000 islands, air transport being as the main of transport to connect all of islands in Indonesian and become an important of economic movement. (Martono & Marina, n.d.) . Because population growth in Indonesia constantly increase, it also has passenger growth which use air transportation in Indonesia always increasing every year. Furthermore airlines for low cost budget easy to get and no longer have a luxury item.Air transport is basically growing rapidly, it gives the advantages that we can travel long distances and is the most sensible alternative when the time is demanding. (Adisasmita, 2012) Soekarno-Hatta international airport as the main airport in Indonesia, is located in Jakarta as the capital city, it is the one of getting the impact of passenger growth. Where there is a turnover of international and domestic passengers greatly happen in this place. Currently, Soekarno-Hatta Airporthas already built terminal 3, ultimate to relocate passenger growth.
With more demand of aircraft passengers and cargo transport using aircraft make Soekarno-Hatta airport develop both service and expansion area. But at the same time there are things consideredand reviewed by management of Soekarno-hatta airport in developing airport. There are some impacts from unbalanced demand of aircraft passenger to airport capacity. For example, in several airports the impact that can be felt is schedule changes and flight delays, even flight cancellation. Effect from not being ready becomes some elements at the airport that must be handled.In some seasons, like Eid AlFitr and holiday season in Indonesia, demand for aircraft transport at the time will greatly increase from the usual day, and many airlines provide extra flights(I. P. Ricardianto, Djajaputra, & Martono, 2017) . During that season it becomes a challenge for Soekarno-Hatta airport to give great quality for passengers, like level of efficiency and flight delays that can be well accepted by passengers. Thus the manager of Soekarno-Hatta airport needs to forecast against passengers growth even for the next five or ten years and he also knows the need for a lot of future investment in airport sector to meet service request which are continuously increasing.
The main purpose of our paper is to know impact of increaseing passengers in Soekarno-Hatta airport, and what things should be done by the airport management to deal withthe problem, especially in forecasting passenger growth for next five or ten years.
Method

A Case Study Soekarno Hatta Airport
A case study is a way to understand and know more detail about the problems that discusses expanding knowledge through previous discussions.
The case study is a summary of the discussion document that was carried out intensively against the organization or certain symptoms to report and provide a critical assessment of the case (Seyanont, 2012) . Soekarno Hatta International Airport (IATA Code : CGK) is airport hub or main airport which can handle all domestic & international flight. The location of this airport is near Jakarta, especially side of west jakarta. It is owned and operated by Angkasa Pura II (AP II), which also operate most commercial airports in Indomesia.
Air transport has traditionally experienced higher to groweconomic industry than most other industries. Demand for air transport is closely linked with economic development; at the same time air transport is a driver for economy sector. (Purwanto, Rafi, Pongoh, & Rifni, 2017) On the other side, actually access to Soetta Airport is very limited. One of the problems happened is congestion on the highways to the airport.
Descriptive Research
Descriptive method is a method of researching the status of a group of people, an object, a set of conditions, a system of thought, or a class of events in the present. The purpose of this descriptive research is to make description, picture or painting in a systematic, factual and accurate about facts, properties and relationships among the phenomena will be investigated. According to Whitney (1960) , descriptive method is a factfinding with proper interpretation.this data has collecting documents directly resource from AngkasaPura II authority (Kingdom, Simarmata, Keke, & Panjaitan, 2016) Descriptive research studies some issues in society and procedures applied in society with certain situations, including in relationships, activities, attitudes, views, and ongoing processes and the effects of the phenomena. In descriptive method, the researcher just compared certain phenomena so that it was a comparative study. Sometimes researchers conducted a classification, as well as research on phenomena by setting a standard of certain norm so that many experts called this descriptive method with the name of normative survey (normative survey).
This descriptive method also investigated position (status) phenomenon or factor and saw the relationship between one factor to the other factor.
Therefore, descriptive method is also called status study (status study).
Descriptive methods also wanted to study the norms or standards, so that descriptive research was also called the normative survey. A descriptive method did a research of normative problem together with problem of status and also made comparisons between phenomena. Such studies were generally referred to as descriptive studies or studies. The time perspective to be reached in descriptive research, is the present time, or at least the time period is still affordably in the respondent's memory.
Discussion and Result
As already mentioned above, Soekarno Hatta airport needs to develop 
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passengers from year to year. Some of these things should be very noticed by the airport management, such as, planning system for airport, airport master plan, and etc.Airport planning is a complexity by the diversity of facilities and services which is necessary for the aircraft, passengers and cargo movement and the ground vehicles associated. An airport planning is also the evaluation of a compromise between conflicting features of the best plan for each individual facilities and providing the greatest degree of flexibility and expansibility for future development. This infrastructure has been plan by the airport master plan (Rafi & Rifni, n.d.) . Hatta airport is the difficulty of land acquisition by the manager.
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Conducting land acquisition is for building the construction of terminal 4
and runway 3 and runway 4 in the development stage for 2020 and the final stage in 2040. Someparts of the land that should be part of the SoekarnoHatta airport development project have been switched to become a development builder others. As it is now known that the area of Soetta Airport has become the place for the factory plant and also the residential housing, it will be very difficult for the managers to do the land acquisition, because it will be very highly cost to do. PT AngkasaPura must do acquisition to execute the master plan. In phase I; the land requirement of 815
